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Release Notes 
 
cloe.js.gz 
nexus.jar 2.20.04 
mint.jar 1.22.05 
pacsology.jar 1.17.08 
pjk.jar 1.15.11 
(Released 21/10/2020) 
 

Procedure Manager 
Updated the modality filter when loading for the procedure editor to give it its own filter. 
Passed the overlay to the procedure editor. 
Auto-apply the modality filter after initial query or importing CSV file. 
 

Anon Manager 
Fixed a login issue with the Anon Record Manager via Nexus. 
Added in the option to remove a trial from the anon node definitions. 
 

Task Manager 
Removed qualifications setting from Tasks. 
Fixed an issue where the config was not launched from the tasks page. 
Fixed a UI issue with displaying custom list headings when loading the task manager config. 
Updated the display of the loaded lists for the task manager and updated the LAF definitions for a cell list 
renderer. 
 

UI 
Fixed a minor colour issue with the file import widget. 
Added an option to the Table object to be able to clear a selection. 
Added scanning into the diary. 
Added in attaching a file import to a diary entry. 
Added some unimplemented menu requests on the diary. 
Fixed a colour issue with the validator node. 
Simplified the DICOM to HL7 mapping entry. 
Fixed colour issue after setting tag in reportable tags list in the alert node. 
Updated the look and feel for highlighting mandatory fields in dark mode. 
 

App Startup 
Plugin manager now a global object to prevent duplication. 
New setup class for Apps to initialise global objects for comms and controls. 
Refactored some classes that use the plugin finder to use the new factory class. 
Refactored the print server to use the global plugin object for local printing. 
Created a printer options page in Nexus to select a default printer that is stored in cookies. 
Removed unused plugin code. 
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Message Handling 
Prevented an error output when a system onMessage is created which causes the RenderWorker to be 
created when it shouldn't be. 
 
See individual library release notes for more details. 
 


